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B08 液体キセノンを⽤いた暗⿊
物質探索(XMASS)
•研究代表者：森⼭茂栄
•研究⽬的：液体キセノンを⽤いた検出器で得ら
れたデータを解析し、暗⿊物質の候補である
WIMPsやaxionの検出を⽬指す。
•合計⼈数：30名
•査定額：400千円（研究打合せ、コラボレー
ションミィーティング等で使⽤予定）
• 繰越額：400千円（コロナ感染対策のため全てオン
ラインで開催）
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XMASS実験
• １相式 (scintillation only) 液体キセノン検出器
• 神岡宇宙地下素粒⼦実験施設 Lab-C (~2700m.w.e.)
に設置

• 世界初のton class暗⿊物質探索実験
• ⼤光量~15pe/keV➡低閾値（~1keV)
• 暗⿊物質探索（有効体積、季節変動etc)、Hidden 

photon dark matter探索、2ν２重電⼦捕獲の探索等
の成果を出してきた。
• ➡暗⿊物質探索だけでなく、低エネルギーの
⾊々な物理事象の研究が可能。

• 2019年2⽉にデータ収集完了し、現在はデータ解
析の推進のため共同利⽤研究を⾏っている。
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2020年度の成果
•発表論⽂
• Search for exotic neutrino-electron interactions using 

solar neutrinos in XMASS-I, Phys. Lett. B 809 (2020) 
135741.
• Development of low-background photomultiplier tubes 

for liquid xenon detectors, JINST 15 (2020) 09, P09027 
(B09で再掲)
• Search for event bursts in XMASS-I associated with 

gravitational-wave events, aiXiv: 2007.16046 
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photon from the U (1)B!L model [21], the total number of events 
Ntot is given by integrating the differential rate in free electron ap-
proximation:
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where “SM” indicates the term for the standard weak interaction 
in the SM, “ex” indicates the exotic interaction term. For the dark 
photon analysis, interference effects with the weak interaction as 
in [21] are included in the exotic interaction term. T is the neu-
trino’s energy deposition in the detector, which contains both the 
energy deposited by the recoiling electron and from subsequent 
transitions in the residual atom’s shell, t is the total livetime used 
in this analysis, N is the number of xenon atoms, !"e! is the re-
spective cross section between neutrino and electron, E" is the 
neutrino energy, and $" is the solar neutrino flux. To account for 
atomic effects in xenon, which affect the signal expectation, we 
follow previous publications in using the free electron approxima-
tion (FEA) in our dark photon analysis. Effectively this approxima-
tion uses a series of step functions, one for every electron in the 
atom, each with the step at the respective electron’s binding en-
ergy [26]. In our millicharge analysis on the other hand we follow 
[27] and use their results from their ab-initio multi-configuration 
relativistic random phase approximation (RRPA) [28]. At 5 keV de-
posited energy the FEA cross section is about a factor of five less 
than the RRPA one. FEA was adopted for the dark photon anal-
ysis to be consistent with the magnetic moment analysis. In the 
magnetic moment analysis, we used FEA because RRPA calcula-
tions were only available below 20 keV. For this energy region, 
FEA predicts 5% less signal than the calculation based on RRPA. 
Thus the results of our neutrino magnetic moment and dark pho-
ton analyses based on FEA are conservative relative to what would 
be expected for RRPA. Fig. 1 shows the deposited energy spectra 
of neutrino-electron interactions in xenon. The event rate due to 
dark photons is proportional to the fourth power of gB!L and the 
spectral shape depends upon MA# while the event rates due to a 
neutrino magnetic moment and to neutrino millicharge are pro-
portional to the second power of these quantities.

The expected signal spectrum results from the respective elec-
tron recoil spectrum in Fig. 1 being folded with the detection e!-
ciency of the detector, which is a function of energy:

dNtot

dErecon
=

Tmax!

0

dNtot

dT
" S(T , Erecon)dT , (3)

where Erecon is the reconstructed energy, Tmax = 2E2
"/(me +2E") is 

the maximum recoil energy and S(T , Erecon) is the signal e!ciency 
of the data reduction steps as derived from Monte Carlo (MC) 
simulation. The signal e!ciency curve for the millicharge analy-
sis is shown in Fig. 3; it corresponds to the function S in Equation 
(3). The green band reflects its systematic uncertainty. The spec-
tra after the reduction process are shown in Figs. 3 and 5. We 
performed the detector simulation using the GEANT4 simulation 
package [29] for both signal and BG. The MC takes into account the 
non-linearity of the scintillation response in LXe as well as correc-
tions derived from the detector calibrations. The electron equiv-
alent energy is calculated from photoelectron counts (PE), with 
the conversion factor from PE to electron equivalent energy de-
termined by comparing calibration data to MC simulation. Energy 

Fig. 1. The deposited energy spectra for neutrino interactions in xenon. The 
magenta-solid line shows a model where the neutrino has a millicharge (1.5 "
10!12e) [27]. The red-dashed line shows a model where the neutrino has a mag-
netic moment (1 " 10!10µB ) [25]. The green-dash-dotted and blue-dash-dotted 
line show models where neutrino interacts with electrons through dark photons 
with gB!L = 1 " 10!6 and MA# = 1 " 10!3 MeV/c2 and with gB!L = 1 " 10!4

and MA# = 10 MeV/c2, respectively [21]. The black-dotted line shows the Standard 
Model neutrino-electron weak interaction. The models for atomic effects are RRPA 
[28] for millicharge and FEA [26] for magnetic moment and dark photons.

resolution is taken into account based on calibration data. Gaus-
sian smearing is applied to MC to reproduce the data [23]. The 
uncertainty of the scintillation e!ciency coming from imperfect 
knowledge of the non-linearity of the scintillation response in LXe 
is included in the systematic uncertainty. The energy transferred 
in the interactions relevant to this paper ultimately becomes de-
tectable as scintillation light emitted by electrons emerging from 
that interaction. As described in Section 2, radioactive sources were 
used to calibrate the detector response down to 1 keV. The uncer-
tainty of this energy calibration is shown in Table 1 of [33]. For 
lower energies, it is ±4% at 1.65 keV and +7/!4% at 1 keV. We 
conservatively assume that the scintillation e!ciency below 1 keV 
is zero since we have a large uncertainty [24].

3.2. Dataset and event selection

We analyzed the data, accumulated in the same period as [4], 
between November 2013 and March 2016. The total livetime is 
711 days, which is slightly increased due to the recovery of some 
data in this analysis. The event-selection criteria were as follows: 
We required that (1) the ID trigger is not accompanied by an 
OD trigger, (2) there was no after pulse or Cherenkov event,7 (3) 
R(Timing) < 38 cm, and (4) R(PE) < 20 cm, where R(Timing) and 
R(PE) were the distances from the center of the detector to the 
reconstructed vertex obtained by timing-based reconstruction [30]
and by PE-based reconstruction [23], respectively. The R(Timing)
selection is applied to suppress background events from the detec-
tor’s inner surface. It was demonstrated that this selection is able 
to reduce events near the detector wall by a factor of ten around 
5 keV as verified with the 241Am calibration source. The position 
resolution of R(PE) is about 4 cm around R(PE) = 20 cm at 5 keV. 
The fiducial mass of natural xenon in that 20 cm volume is 97 
kg. The analyzed energy range was then set to be 2-15 keV for 
the neutrino millicharge search and 2-200 keV for the neutrino 
magnetic moment and dark photon searches. The analyzed energy 
range 2-200 keV covers the expected signal after applying all re-
duction steps; it contains about 98% of the signal MC events for 
neutrino-magnetic-moment interactions, >99% for dark photons of 
mass 1 " 10!3 MeV/c2, and about 92% for dark photons of mass 
10 MeV/c2.

7 The latter is primarily generated by %-rays from 40K in the PMT photocathodes.

Search for exotic neutrino-electron 
interactions using solar neutrinos in 
XMASS-I

• ニュートリノがexotic
な性質を持つことを
太陽nを⽤いて探索
• millicharge
• 磁気双極⼦
• U(1)B-Lゲージボゾン

• これらはいずれも、
低エネルギーに標準
理論の予⾔を超える
事象率を与える
• XMASSの低エネルギー
敷居値(~keV)が活⽤で
きる

Standard n

Large mass U(1)B-L

Small mass U(1)B-L

Milli-Charged n

Mag mom n

太陽ニュートリノがexoticな性質を
持つと低エネルギーにexcessを与える
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XMASSの低エネルギー事象の理解
•有効体積カット(中⼼から半径20 cm, 100 kg)を
⽤いた暗⿊物質探索を⾏った際に、バックグラ
ウンド事象の理解を徹底的に⾏った。
•今回期待される物理現象の寄与の探索が可能。
• Millichargeを持つ場合、以下のよう上な限値を得た。

令和2年度共同利⽤研究成果発表会 6
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バックグラウンドの期待値
＋信号のベストフィット

バックグラウンドの期待値の幅
信号の上限値(90% C.L.)



Neutrinoのmilli chargeへの制限
• 電荷に対する直接的制限は、原⼦炉からの反ニュートリノを
⽤いた探索が最も強い。
• CPT不変性や、ゲージ対称性を考えると正ニュートリノの電
荷への制限はフレーバーによらず同様に厳しいと考えられる。
• しかし実験的に検証することの重要性を考え、正ニュートリ
ノの各フレーバーのみの寄与があると考えて制限を付与。直
接的な結果としては３桁程度の改善を⾏った。
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where Di , Bi , and Si are the numbers of events in the data, the 
BG estimate, and the signal MC of the exotic neutrino interactions, 
respectively. The index i denotes the i-th energy bin. The value 
of " scales the signal-MC contribution. The quantity Bi contains 
various kinds of BG sources. The terms Bi and Si can be written 
as
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where j is the index of the BG components, and k, and l are indices 
for systematic uncertainties in the BG and signal, respectively. We 
write the uncertainty in the amount of RI activity, systematic un-
certainty in the BG and signal as # (BRI ) j , # (Bsys)i jk and # (Ssys)il , 
respectively. We scaled the RIs activities and the fraction of sys-
tematic errors by p j , qk and rl , respectively, while constraining 
them with a pull term (!2

pull). The fitting range is 2-15 keV in the 
neutrino millicharge search, and is 2-200 keV in the dark photon 
and neutrino magnetic moment searches. We note that the con-
straints due to the RI activity from 14C, 39Ar, 131mXe and 133 Xe 
are not applied in the dark photon or neutrino magnetic moment 
searches because the expected signals are distributed at energies 
above 30 keV where spectrum fitting was performed to determine 
the RI activities in [31].

4.2. Search for neutrino millicharge

We found no significant signal excess, which would have been 
expected around 5 keV, and accordingly we set an upper limit for 
neutrino millicharge of 5.4 " 10!12e at the 90% confidence level 
(CL), assuming all three species of neutrino have common mil-
licharge. The best fit !2 is obtained at zero millicharge. Fig. 3
shows the data and the best-fit signal + BG MC with the signal MC 
at the 90% CL upper limit. This limit is for neutrinos, not antineu-
trinos, and for neutrinos it is more stringent than the previous 
limit by more than three orders of magnitude [13]. Though the 
originally emitted solar neutrinos are $e , the neutrinos arriving at 
Earth consist of all three flavors, which are produced by neutrino 
oscillations: At Earth 54 ± 2% are $e , 23 ± 1% are $µ , and 23 ± 1% 
are $% [22,34]. Using this, we set upper limits for each flavor to 
be 7.3 " 10!12e for $e , 1.1 " 10!11e for $µ , and 1.1 " 10!11e for 
$% . These limits assume that only the neutrino flavor for which 
the limit is quoted carries a millicharge and thus contributes to 
the expected signal. Fig. 4 compares our result with those of other 
experiments.

4.3. Search for neutrino magnetic moment

We also searched for a signal excess due to a neutrino mag-
netic moment, but again found no significant excess. The top part 
of Fig. 5 shows the energy distribution of the data and the best-
fit signal + BG. The contribution a neutrino magnetic moment at 
our 90% CL signal limit would have made is also shown again. The 
best fit neutrino magnetic moment was µ$ = 1.3 " 10!10µB , with 
a !2/d.o. f = 85.9/98, while µ$ = 0 yielded !2/d.o. f = 88.2/98. 
The 90% CL upper limit for the neutrino magnetic moment is 
estimated from the !2 probability density function to be µ$ =
1.8 " 10!10µB .

Fig. 3. (Top) The energy distribution after applying all cuts. The black points show 
the data. The blue histograms show the best-fit signal + BG MC simulation with 1 #
errors shown by the green histograms. The red-dotted histograms show the 90% CL 
upper limit for the neutrino-millicharge signal. (Bottom) The signal e!ciency curve 
for the millicharge analysis. See text for detail.

Fig. 4. 90% CL upper limits for neutrino millicharge for each flavor in ours and other 
experiments [11–13]. The limit from F. Della Valle et al. [13] depends on neutrino 
mass. It is for neutrino masses less than 10 meV.

4.4. Search for neutrino interactions due to dark photons

We also searched for a signal excess due to a dark photon with 
MA# in the range from 1 " 10!3 MeV/c2 to 1 " 103 MeV/c2. Again 
we found no significant excess. The middle and bottom parts of 
Fig. 5 show the energy distributions of the data and the best-fit 
signal + BG. The contribution dark photons would have made at 
our 90% CL limit is also shown in the figure. The value of gB!L
from the best fit is 1.1 " 10!6 with a !2/d.o. f = 85.3/98 for 
MA# = 1 " 10!3 MeV/c2 and is null with !2/d.o. f = 88.2/98 for 
10 MeV/c2. The upper limits for gB!L for MA# = 1 " 10!3 MeV/c2

and 10 MeV/c2 are 1.3 " 10!6 and 8.8 " 10!5 at 90% CL, re-
spectively. The 90% CL upper limit on the coupling constant as a 
function of the dark photon mass is shown in Fig. 6, together with 
the limits and allowed region from other experimental and astro-
physical analyses [21]. Like the other neutrino and anti-neutrino 
scattering experiments we exclude a wide area in this parameter 
space, and for neutrinos our limit on gB!L is more stringent than 
Borexino’s for MA# < 0.1 MeV/c2. While the exclusion areas de-

Citation: P.A. Zyla et al. (Particle Data Group), Prog. Theor. Exp. Phys. 2020, 083C01 (2020)

<100–200 1 OLIVE 82 COSM Dirac !
<200–2000 1 OLIVE 82 COSM Majorana !

1Depending on interaction strength GR where GR <GF .

Limits on MASSES of Heavy Stable Right-Handed !Limits on MASSES of Heavy Stable Right-Handed !Limits on MASSES of Heavy Stable Right-Handed !Limits on MASSES of Heavy Stable Right-Handed !
(with necessarily suppressed interaction strengths)(with necessarily suppressed interaction strengths)(with necessarily suppressed interaction strengths)(with necessarily suppressed interaction strengths)
VALUE (GeV) DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT

• • • We do not use the following data for averages, fits, limits, etc. • • •

> 10 1 OLIVE 82 COSM GR/GF <0.1

>100 1 OLIVE 82 COSM GR/GF <0.01

1These results apply to heavy Majorana neutrinos and are summarized by the equation:
m! >1.2 GeV (GF

!

GR ). The bound saturates, and if GR is too small no mass range
is allowed.

! CHARGE! CHARGE! CHARGE! CHARGE

e = electron charge is the unit of values listed below.
VALUE (e) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT

<4 ! 10"35<4 ! 10"35<4 ! 10"35<4 ! 10"35 95 1 CAPRINI 05 COSM charge neutral universe

• • • We do not use the following data for averages, fits, limits, etc. • • •

<3 ! 10"8 95 2 DELLA-VALLE 16 LASR magnetic dichroism
<2.1! 10"12 90 3 CHEN 14A TEXO nuclear reactor

<1.5! 10"12 90 4 STUDENIKIN 14 nuclear reactor
<3.7! 10"12 90 5 GNINENKO 07 RVUE nuclear reactor

<2 ! 10"14 6 RAFFELT 99 ASTR red giant luminosity

<6 ! 10"14 7 RAFFELT 99 ASTR solar cooling
<4 ! 10"4 8 BABU 94 RVUE BEBC beam dump

<3 ! 10"4 9 DAVIDSON 91 RVUE SLAC e" beam dump

<2 ! 10"15 10 BARBIELLINI 87 ASTR SN 1987A
<1 ! 10"13 11 BERNSTEIN 63 ASTR solar energy losses

1CAPRINI 05 limit derived from the lack of a charge asymmetry in the universe. Limit
assumes that charge asymmetries between particles are not anti-correlated.

2DELLA-VALLE 16 obtain a limit on the charge of neutrinos valid for masses of less than
10 meV. For heavier neutrinos the limit increases as a power of mass, reaching 10"6 e
for m = 100 meV.

3CHEN 14A use the Multi-Configuration RRPA method to analyze reactor !e scattering
on Ge atoms with 300 eV recoil energy threshold to obtain this limit.

4 STUDENIKIN 14 uses the limit on µ! from BEDA 13 and the 2.8 keV threshold of the
electron recoil energy to obtain this limit.

5GNINENKO 07 use limit on !e magnetic moment from LI 03B to derive this result. The
limit is considerably weaker than the limits on the charge of !e and !e from various
astrophysics considerations.

6This RAFFELT 99 limit applies to all neutrino flavors which are light enough (<5 keV)
to be emitted from globular-cluster red giants.

7This RAFFELT 99 limit is derived from the helioseismological limit on a new energy-loss
channel of the Sun, and applies to all neutrino flavors which are light enough (<1 keV)
to be emitted from the sun.
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磁気双極⼦モーメント
•磁気モーメントへの本研究の上限値 1.8x10-10 µB
• Majorana nだと10-10~10-12µBがあっても良い
• GEMMA, BOREXINOは2.8-2.9x10-11µB

• XENON1Tから昨年報告のあった電⼦反跳の超過現象を磁
気双極⼦モーメントとして解釈すると1.4-2.9x10-11µB
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Fig. 5. The energy distribution of the data, the best fit signal + BG and the 90% CL 
signal limit from 2 to 200 keV for the neutrino magnetic moment analysis (top) 
and the dark photon analysis (middle: dark photon mass MA! = 1 " 10#3 MeV/c2, 
bottom MA! = 10 MeV/c2). The black points show the data. The blue histogram 
shows the signal + BG MC for the best fit with 1 ! errors shown by the green 
histograms. The red-dotted histogram shows the 90% CL upper limit for the signal. 
The peak near 160 keV stems from the decay of 131mXe.

Fig. 6. 90% CL exclusion limits and allowed region on the coupling constant gB#L as 
a function of the dark photon mass MA! . The black-solid line shows the exclusion 
limit of our analysis (XMASS). The 2! -allowed-region band from the muon (g # 2)
experiment is shown as “(g # 2) DP” as the red-meshed region. The blue and ma-
genta regions are excluded by laboratory experiments ((g # 2)µ , (g # 2)e , atomic 
phys., fixed target, B-factory [21] and NA48/2 [35]), respectively. The cyan and or-
ange regions are excluded by cosmological and astrophysical constraints (Globular 
clusters, BBN [21]), respectively. BBN: the constraints of Big Bang nucleosynthe-
sis on the mass of a light vector boson and its coupling constant to neutrinos in 
the B#L scenario. In this case, Dirac neutrinos "R are assumed [36]. The range 
of region follows as [21]. The dotted lines are the estimated limit curves from 
neutrino-scattering experiments (GEMMA ("̄e), Borexino (solar "), TEXONO-CsI ("̄e ) 
and CHARM II ("̄µ)) from [21].

rived in [21] from other experiments’ publications already exclude 
an area larger than the one excluded by our analysis, our analysis 
is a dedicated one, incorporating our full knowledge of the detec-
tor response and our validated background models. Also most of 
the parameter space for the (g # 2) dark photon prediction [21]
was excluded by our analysis.

5. Conclusions

We conducted searches for exotic neutrino-electron interactions 
from solar neutrinos using 711 days of data in a 97 kg fiducial vol-
ume of the XMASS-I detector. We observed no significant signal. 
In the neutrino millicharge search, we set a neutrino millicharge 
upper limit of 5.4 " 10#12e at 90% CL assuming all three species 
of neutrino have common millicharge. This is comparable to limits 
from previous experiments using antineutrinos. It is however three 
orders of magnitude better than the best previous limit for neutri-
nos [13]. We set upper limits for individual flavors at 7.3 " 10#12e
for "e , 1.1 " 10#11e for "µ , and 1.1 " 10#11e for "# . Our upper 
limit for a neutrino magnetic moment is 1.8 "10#10µB . Our result 
on dark photons in the U (1)B#L model imposes severe new restric-
tions on the coupling constant with neutrino from MA! = 1 " 10#3

to 1 " 103 MeV/c2. In particular we almost exclude the area in 
which the U (1)B#L model can solve the g # 2 anomaly.
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Fig. 5. The energy distribution of the data, the best fit signal + BG and the 90% CL 
signal limit from 2 to 200 keV for the neutrino magnetic moment analysis (top) 
and the dark photon analysis (middle: dark photon mass MA! = 1 " 10#3 MeV/c2, 
bottom MA! = 10 MeV/c2). The black points show the data. The blue histogram 
shows the signal + BG MC for the best fit with 1 ! errors shown by the green 
histograms. The red-dotted histogram shows the 90% CL upper limit for the signal. 
The peak near 160 keV stems from the decay of 131mXe.

Fig. 6. 90% CL exclusion limits and allowed region on the coupling constant gB#L as 
a function of the dark photon mass MA! . The black-solid line shows the exclusion 
limit of our analysis (XMASS). The 2! -allowed-region band from the muon (g # 2)
experiment is shown as “(g # 2) DP” as the red-meshed region. The blue and ma-
genta regions are excluded by laboratory experiments ((g # 2)µ , (g # 2)e , atomic 
phys., fixed target, B-factory [21] and NA48/2 [35]), respectively. The cyan and or-
ange regions are excluded by cosmological and astrophysical constraints (Globular 
clusters, BBN [21]), respectively. BBN: the constraints of Big Bang nucleosynthe-
sis on the mass of a light vector boson and its coupling constant to neutrinos in 
the B#L scenario. In this case, Dirac neutrinos "R are assumed [36]. The range 
of region follows as [21]. The dotted lines are the estimated limit curves from 
neutrino-scattering experiments (GEMMA ("̄e), Borexino (solar "), TEXONO-CsI ("̄e ) 
and CHARM II ("̄µ)) from [21].

rived in [21] from other experiments’ publications already exclude 
an area larger than the one excluded by our analysis, our analysis 
is a dedicated one, incorporating our full knowledge of the detec-
tor response and our validated background models. Also most of 
the parameter space for the (g # 2) dark photon prediction [21]
was excluded by our analysis.

5. Conclusions

We conducted searches for exotic neutrino-electron interactions 
from solar neutrinos using 711 days of data in a 97 kg fiducial vol-
ume of the XMASS-I detector. We observed no significant signal. 
In the neutrino millicharge search, we set a neutrino millicharge 
upper limit of 5.4 " 10#12e at 90% CL assuming all three species 
of neutrino have common millicharge. This is comparable to limits 
from previous experiments using antineutrinos. It is however three 
orders of magnitude better than the best previous limit for neutri-
nos [13]. We set upper limits for individual flavors at 7.3 " 10#12e
for "e , 1.1 " 10#11e for "µ , and 1.1 " 10#11e for "# . Our upper 
limit for a neutrino magnetic moment is 1.8 "10#10µB . Our result 
on dark photons in the U (1)B#L model imposes severe new restric-
tions on the coupling constant with neutrino from MA! = 1 " 10#3

to 1 " 103 MeV/c2. In particular we almost exclude the area in 
which the U (1)B#L model can solve the g # 2 anomaly.
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shows the signal + BG MC for the best fit with 1 ! errors shown by the green 
histograms. The red-dotted histogram shows the 90% CL upper limit for the signal. 
The peak near 160 keV stems from the decay of 131mXe.
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neutrino-scattering experiments (GEMMA ("̄e), Borexino (solar "), TEXONO-CsI ("̄e ) 
and CHARM II ("̄µ)) from [21].
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the parameter space for the (g # 2) dark photon prediction [21]
was excluded by our analysis.
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We conducted searches for exotic neutrino-electron interactions 
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ume of the XMASS-I detector. We observed no significant signal. 
In the neutrino millicharge search, we set a neutrino millicharge 
upper limit of 5.4 " 10#12e at 90% CL assuming all three species 
of neutrino have common millicharge. This is comparable to limits 
from previous experiments using antineutrinos. It is however three 
orders of magnitude better than the best previous limit for neutri-
nos [13]. We set upper limits for individual flavors at 7.3 " 10#12e
for "e , 1.1 " 10#11e for "µ , and 1.1 " 10#11e for "# . Our upper 
limit for a neutrino magnetic moment is 1.8 "10#10µB . Our result 
on dark photons in the U (1)B#L model imposes severe new restric-
tions on the coupling constant with neutrino from MA! = 1 " 10#3

to 1 " 103 MeV/c2. In particular we almost exclude the area in 
which the U (1)B#L model can solve the g # 2 anomaly.
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The systematic uncertainties in the signal were of two types. 
One came from the theoretical calculation of the signal. The uncer-
tainty in the solar neutrino fluxes from the pp and 7Be reactions 
are ±0.6% and ±7%, respectively [6]. Also of this type is the un-
certainty in the atomic effects in neutrino-electron interactions in 
xenon, which is ±5% [27]. The other type of systematic uncer-
tainty is related to the detector response. The most considerable 
systematic uncertainty in the signal is !15% for the neutrino mil-
licharge analysis, which came from the scintillation e!ciency for 
electrons at low energy [24]. This is estimated by changing the 
scintillation e!ciency parameters within the uncertainty obtained 
by calibration data with a 55Fe source [24]. For energies >30 keV, 
the uncertainty from the R(PE) cut, which corresponds to the un-
certainty in fiducial mass, became dominant with !6%. This was 
estimated from the difference of reconstructed position between 
data and MC in the 241Am and 57Co source calibrations. The un-
certainty in the scintillation-decay time for electron recoils and in 
optical properties of the LXe were estimated in the same way as 
in [4]. The uncertainty of signal strength due to the scintillation-
decay time for electron recoils is !2% for energies <10 keV and 
less than 1% for energies >10 keV. The uncertainty of our signal 
estimates due to optical properties is !4% for energies <10 keV 
and less than 1% for energies >10 keV.

Fig. 2 shows the energy distribution of the BG simulation from 
2 to 200 keV after event selection. The BG components in the fidu-
cial volume were discussed in [4] for Erecon < 30 keV and in [31]
for Erecon > 30 keV, respectively. The dominant BG component for 
Erecon < 30 keV derives from the radioactive isotopes (RI) that ex-
isted at the inner surface of the detector. The RI we took into 
account are 238U, 235U, 232Th, 40K, 60Co and 210Pb in the detector-
surface materials, which include RI in the PMTs and copper plate 
and ring used for the PMT support structure. Moreover, the 210Pb 
accumulated on the inner surface of the detector is taken into ac-
count. RI induced surface events were often misidentified as events 
in the fiducial volume in the event reconstruction. All detector 
materials except for the LXe had been assayed using high-purity 
germanium (HPGe) detectors or a surface-alpha counter [32]. The 
RI activities in the detector and their uncertainties were estimated 
by an analysis of alpha events and the energy spectrum without a 
fiducial volume cut. The dominant BG component for Erecon > 30
keV was from RI dissolved in the LXe. Such events were distributed 
uniformly in the LXe and could not be removed by a fiducial-
volume cut. Two categories of RI were found to be dissolved in 
the LXe: One was impurities such as 222Rn, 85Kr, 39Ar and 14C. 
The 222Rn and 85Kr activities were estimated using event coinci-
dence in the full volume of the ID. In [31], we identified 39Ar and 
14C in the detector from gas analysis of xenon samples and by 
performing spectral fitting. The other category were mostly xenon 
isotopes: 136Xe, which undergoes 2!"" decay, and 125I, 131mXe 
and 133Xe produced by neutron activation of common xenon iso-
topes. We estimated the concentration of 136Xe from its natural 
abundance and that of 125I from that of its precursor 124Xe and 
the thermal-neutron flux at the Kamioka Observatory, respectively. 
The concentrations of 131mXe and 133Xe were estimated with a 
spectral fit performed in [31]. The peak from 131mXe can be seen 
near 160 keV in Fig. 2. We applied a data-driven correction to the 
simulated BG spectrum for Erecon < 40 keV in order to take into 
account the systematic difference in the mis-reconstruction rate 
caused by dead PMTs as we did in [33]. The dead PMTs (9 out of 
642 PMTs which had been found to be noisy or delivered strange 
responses) had been turned off. We evaluated the systematic dif-
ference of the probability with which events occurring close to the 
dead PMTs were reconstructed inside the fiducial volume. The dif-
ference between data and BG MC was found to be non-negligible 
below 40 keV. We applied a correction factor for the BG MC spec-
trum for such differences in each of the energy regions 2-5, 5-15, 

Fig. 2. The energy distribution of the BG simulation after event selection from 2 to 
200 keV. The contributions to the BG originating from various types of events are 
indicated by the colored histograms in the top panel. The cumulative contribution 
of all the systematic errors is indicated by the red band in the bottom panel. The 
correction and the systematic uncertainty due to the correction of the dead PMTs 
in our BG model are shown in the inset of the bottom panel.

15-20, 20-30 and 30-40 keV. These correction factors were esti-
mated by comparing of the distance between the projection of the 
reconstructed vertex onto the detector surface and the dead-PMT 
position between data and BG MC in the fiducial volume. There 
are two systematic uncertainties associated with this correction 
factor. The first contribution was estimated by the difference in 
the correction factor estimated from the systematic difference of 
event rates in the fiducial volume by deliberately masking normal 
PMTs. The second contribution stems from the statistical uncer-
tainty of the correction-factor estimate. The resultant correction 
and the systematic uncertainty of our BG model are shown in the 
inset of the bottom panel of Fig. 2. These corrections amount to 
0 ± 10%, 12 ± 14%, 14 ± 19%, 17 ± 28%, 46 ± 34% and 23 ± 20% in 
the energy regions 2-5, 5-15, 15-20, 20-30, and 30-40 keV, respec-
tively. The systematic uncertainties in the BG MC were basically 
the same as those used in our previous WIMP-search analysis [4]
for Erecon < 30 keV except for the dead PMT contribution. The 
dominant uncertainties came from uncertainty about irregular as-
pects of the geometry of e.g. gaps between the PMT holder and 
PMT bodies, and the surface roughness and the optical reflectiv-
ity of the PMT support structures. For 30-200 keV, we re-evaluate 
the systematic errors for uncertainties in the performance of the 
reconstruction, the scintillation-decay time, and the optical param-
eters of the LXe. Again most significant systematic uncertainly in 
this energy range comes from the position reconstruction, and is 
!6% as discussed before. Its estimation method was the same as 
for the signal MC.

4. Search for exotic neutrino-electron interactions

4.1. Fitting the energy spectrum

Based on the BG estimate, we searched for the signatures of ex-
otic neutrino-electron interactions by fitting the energy spectrum 
of the data with those of the BG MC and the respective signal MC. 
We define the fit by the following #2:



Search for event bursts in XMASS-I 
associated with gravitational-wave 
events, aiXiv: 2007.16046 

• LIGO/Virgo O1/O2で観測された10個のbinary BH 
merger, 1個のbinary n mergerにcorrelateした現象。
• -400秒から10,000秒の時間範囲に対して、全体積に
於ける現象のBGからのエクセスを探索。
•４つのエネルギーレンジで探索
• <30 keV, 30-300 keV, 300-3500 keV, >3500 keV

•コインシデンス時間幅は以下 0.01s刻みでスライド
• 0.02, 0.04, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 1, 2 sec

•事象前のBGから予想される事象数に統計的excessが
あるかをテストした結果、look elsewhere effectを考
えると3s以上のエクセスはなかった。
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GW170817 (neutron star merger)からのn
flux limitを原⼦核反跳の事象数から算出
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Figure 12: 90% CL upper limits on mono-energetic neutrino fluence for
GW170817 as a function of neutrino energy. The black solid line shows the
upper limit from the on-time window, and the blue band represents the range
of limits from the sliding window within the ±400 s search window. Limits
obtained by Super-Kamiokande [11] for !̄e (green solid), !e (magenta dashed),
!µ," (red dotted), and !̄µ," (blue dash-dotted) are also shown.

event. For the binary neutron star merger GW170817, no sig-
nificant event burst was observed in the XMASS-I detector, and
hence we set 90% confidence level upper limits on neutrino flu-
ence for the sum of all the neutrino flavors via coherent elas-
tic neutrino-nucleus scattering. The obtained upper limit was
(1.3–2.1)!1011 cm"2 under the assumption of the Fermi-Dirac
spectrum with the average neutrino energy of 20 MeV. The neu-
trino fluence limits for mono-energetic neutrinos in the energy
range between 14 and 100 MeV were also calculated. Among
the other 10 GW events detected as the binary black hole merg-
ers, a burst candidate with a 3.0# significance was found at
1801.95–1803.95 s in the analysis for GW151012. However,
the reconstructed energy and position distributions were con-
sistent with those expected from the background. Considering
the additional look-elsewhere e!ect of analyzing the 11 GW
events, the significance of finding such a burst candidate asso-
ciated with any of them is 2.1#.
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B09次世代暗⿊物質探索実験の検出器構造研究
• 研究代表者 宇宙線研 安部 航
• XMASS実験で蓄積してきた技術、知識を
もとに次世代の暗⿊物質探索実験のため
の低バックグラウンドの検出器構造の設
計を⾏う
• 検出器構造
• 低RI PMT R10789等の低RI要素

• さらなる検出器要素の低RI化と、低RI測
定のためのHPGe検出器の⾼効率⾼感度化
を進めている
• PMT R13111の開発
• HPGe検出器の低BG化

• 採択額 50千円
• Ge測定で使⽤する⼿袋の購⼊に使⽤させ
ていただきました

低RI PMT R10789
令和2年度共同利⽤研究成果発表会 12



2020年度の成果
• HPGe検出器の環境整備

• 故障で稼働していなかった１台のGe検
出器を修理すると共に他２台の検出器
と同じ場所に移設、３台まとめて効率
よく運⽤できる体制を整えた

• BG低減のため、まとめて設置した検出
器エリアをクリーンルーム化しようと
している。フレームは設置した。

• 昨年度までに開発を終えた低RI PMT 
R13111についての結果を論⽂にまとめ
て提出
• Development of low-background 

photomultiplier tubes for liquid xenon 
detectors JINST 15 (2020) 09, P09027

• ベースとなった R10789 からRIを5分の
1〜30分の1と⼤幅に低減

• フィードスルー⽤の少量のガラス
を⾼純度試薬から合成

• フォトカソードのKを40Kを低減し
た39Kエンリッチ品を使⽤

R13111

令和2年度共同利⽤研究成果発表会 13



B07 第3世代の暗⿊物質直接探索実験
(generation three consortium, G3C)
• 研究代表者：森⼭茂栄
• 研究⽬的：第３世代の暗⿊物質直接探索実験を標
榜し、そのための計画と準備を⾏う共同研究
• 合計⼈数：20名

• 東⼤：関⾕、⽵⽥、安部、Martens他
• 名古屋：伊藤、⼭下、⾵間、他
• 横浜国⽴⼤学：中村他
• 神⼾：⾝内他
• 東北：岸本、市村他
• ⽇⼤：⼩川

• 査定額：50千円（研究打合せ等で使⽤予定）
• 繰越額：50千円（コロナ感染対策のため全てオンライン
で開催）

令和2年度共同利⽤研究成果発表会 14



G3Cの⽬的とカバー内容
次世代の暗⿊物質探索実験での発⾒と研究へ向けて、独
⽴したグループが神岡施設にある液体キセノン関連の装
置を共⽤、調整して研究に活⽤し、内容についても議
論・連携できる部分があれば研究推進に寄与する。
• XMASS時代からの装置開発

• ⽯英容器⼊りの液体キセノンTPC：後述
• １相型液体キセノンTPC：UK, University of Birminghamとの国際
共同研究の申請を⾏っている

• 名古屋グループ
• MPPCの低ノイズ化：後述
• ハイブリッド光検出器の開発
• ⾼抵抗薄膜を⽤いた電場形成：後述

• 横浜国⽴⼤学グループ
• 液体キセノンからの⾚外線発光：B14での発表を御覧ください。

• ⽇本⼤学グループ
• モレキュラーシーブの開発：B10での発表を御覧ください。

令和2年度共同利⽤研究成果発表会 15



DARWIN実験
• DARWIN実験: 液体キセノン約50トンを用いた実験で、
2020年代後半に開始予定。
• 2020年9月より、以下のメンバーがDARWIN実験に参加
- 東京大学: Kai Martens
- 名古屋大学: 伊藤好孝、山下雅樹、風間慎吾 (+学生4名)
- 神戸大学: 身内賢太朗

• Snowmass2021にLOIを提出し、2021年中にCDRを策定予定
• 現在、TPCのデザインや光センサーの開発に貢献している

Prototype

1. 低ダークカウントSiPMの開発
2. ハイブリッド(PMT/SiPM)光センサーの開発
3. XMASS 低BG PMT(R13111)の情報提供

4. 密閉型石英容器を用いた液体キセノンTPCの開発(ラドン低減の実現)
5. 高抵抗薄膜・シートを用いた電場形成

https://www.snowmass21.org/docs/files/summaries/CF/SNOWMASS21-CF1_CF2_Baudis-114.pdf


2020年度の成果
•発表論⽂
• Development of a dual-phase xenon TPC with a quartz 

chamber for direct dark matter searches, Kazufumi Sato, 
Masaki Yamashita, Koichi Ichimura, Yoshitaka Itow, 
Shingo Kazama, Shigetaka Moriyama, Kosuke Ozaki, 
Takumi Suzuki, and Rina Yamazaki, PTEP 2020, 113H02. 
• Characterization of New Silicon Photomultipliers with 

Low Dark Noise at Low Temperature, K. Ozaki, S. Kazama, 
M. Yamashita, Y. Itow, S. Moriyama, arXiv: 2007.13537

令和2年度共同利⽤研究成果発表会 17



Development of a dual-phase xenon 
TPC with a quartz chamber for direct 
dark matter searches
• 将来の液体キセノン
を⽤いた暗⿊物質探
索において、問題と
なるラドンの混⼊を
抑える。
• 同時に内部にノイズ
源の⾃由電⼦を作る
要因の低減にも有効。
• その基礎として⽯英
容器⼊りでTPCとして
の動作を確認。ラド
ン低減は次ステップ。

令和2年度共同利⽤研究成果発表会 18
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Fig. 1. Setup of a prototype of the TPC. (a) Photograph of the TPC. (b) Schematic view of the TPC cross-
section. (c) Schematic view of LXe and vacuum vessels.

and is recorded by a 1 GHz sampling 10-bit ADC waveform digitizer with a 1 Vpp input dynamic
range (CAEN v1751). The bottom PMT signal is split into two, with only one of these signals
being fed into the amplifier. Both signals are recorded with the same digitizer as the top PMT. Data
acquisition is triggered by the coincidence of the top and (amplified) bottom PMT S1 signals, and
waveforms ranging from !8–192 µs with respect to the trigger timing are stored for every event.

The TPC is placed inside a vessel containing LXe, which consists of a stainless-steel 304 ICF152-
standard tube, as shown in Fig. 1(c). The upper side of the LXe vessel is connected to a pulse
tube refrigerator (PTR) to maintain the operating temperature around !100.0 ± 0.3 "C, and the
gauge pressure is typically 0.0715 ± 0.0015 MPa. The outer vessel is kept in a vacuum for thermal
insulation. Owing to the presence of electronegative impurities (e.g., O2), a number of drift electrons
are absorbed before reaching the gate electrode, and the S2 signal is strongly attenuated. Therefore, a
recirculation system is used to purify the Xe gas. The LXe vessel has two gas ports to fill and extract
Xe gas, and the gas is recirculated by a metal bellows pump. The extracted gas is passed at a flow
speed of 10 SLPM (standard liter per minute) through a getter purifier (API-Getter, Nippon API Co.
Ltd) to remove impurities and is then returned to the LXe vessel. A heat exchanger [19] is used at
the inlet (gas) and outlet (liquid) points to save the cooling power and achieve stable conditions.

To study the base performance of the TPC, we measured S1 and S2 signals, which originate from
the 122 keV ! rays of the 57Co calibration source. The vacuum vessel has a tube that houses an
80 kBq 57Co source. The source is placed at a distance of 11 cm from the TPC center in a radial
direction and 3 cm above the cathode electrode, from where it irradiates 122 keV ! rays toward the
entire of the TPC as shown in Fig. 1(c).

3. Analysis
3.1. Definition of S1 and S2 signals
Figure 2 shows the waveforms typically observed for the top and bottom PMTs. The top PMT
operated at a higher voltage (1275 V) to observe single photoelectrons (PE), while the bottom PMT
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試作した⽯英容器⼊りLXe TPC
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LXe TPCとしての動作を確認

令和2年度共同利⽤研究成果発表会 20

PTEP 2020, 113H02 K. Sato et al.

Fig. 5. (a) Drift time tdrift distribution. The black and red histograms show the experimental data and the MC
expectation assuming the drift velocity to be 1.52±0.050 mm/µs, respectively. The divisions on the top x-axis
indicate the drift length. (b) Drift velocity as a function of the electric field. Our measurements are represented
by filled black circles, with the colored squares showing the measurements reported by Miller et al. [24]
(orange), Gushchin et al. [25] (green), and EXO-200 [26] (blue).

region (i.e., the S2 signal produced by a single ionized electron). LXe scintillation photons have
an energy of 7 eV (! ! 175 nm), which is sufficient for the production of single electrons via the
photoelectric effect on the detector material surface or via photo-ionization with impurities in LXe
(e.g., O"

2 ) [27]. Therefore, small S2 signals originating from single electrons are expected to appear
after the large 57Co S2 pulse, and can be used for the calibration to demonstrate this capability. In
fact, we observed clustered PE peaks after the 57Co S2 signal as shown in Fig. 6(a). The cluster has a
standard deviation of an approximately 170 ns time spread, which is consistent with the pulse width
of the 57Co S2 signal at tdrift = 0. The clusters only appear within !45 µs after the 57Co S2 signal,
which corresponds to the maximum drift time of 57Co S2 shown in Fig. 5(a). From the observed
width and timing from the 57Co S2 signal, we concluded that those clusters are not S1 or accidental
backgrounds. We can also reject the possibility that the clusters come from PMT after-pulses, which
occur within < 1 µs after the large PMT pulse. The origin of the small number of PE pulses below
10 PE is uncertain. However, this phenomenon was also observed in other studies [27,28], which
discussed the possibility of photon emission from PTFE as a result of the LXe VUV scintillation
light. In fact, this component drops exponentially at below 10 PE, as shown in Fig. 6(a), and hence
it does not affect the measurement of the single electrons. We evaluated the PE distribution in the
30–50 µs region from the 57Co S2 pulse to avoid the undershoot region and found that for single drift
electrons a peak occurs at 16.5 ± 0.5 PE for the top PMT, as shown in Fig. 6(b). The error includes
the statistical error associated with data fitting, and the systematic error arising from different drift
fields ECG. The expected number of PE, N exp

PE , produced by the single electron was calculated as

N exp
PE = Acc

!
dNph

dxgas
· xgas

"
, (3)

where Acc = 6.8% is the acceptance of S2 photons detected at the top PMT evaluated by the MC
simulation, and xgas = 1 ± 0.6 mm is a luminescence region in the gas. dNph

dxgas
is the S2 photon yield
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Fig. 1. Setup of a prototype of the TPC. (a) Photograph of the TPC. (b) Schematic view of the TPC cross-
section. (c) Schematic view of LXe and vacuum vessels.

and is recorded by a 1 GHz sampling 10-bit ADC waveform digitizer with a 1 Vpp input dynamic
range (CAEN v1751). The bottom PMT signal is split into two, with only one of these signals
being fed into the amplifier. Both signals are recorded with the same digitizer as the top PMT. Data
acquisition is triggered by the coincidence of the top and (amplified) bottom PMT S1 signals, and
waveforms ranging from !8–192 µs with respect to the trigger timing are stored for every event.

The TPC is placed inside a vessel containing LXe, which consists of a stainless-steel 304 ICF152-
standard tube, as shown in Fig. 1(c). The upper side of the LXe vessel is connected to a pulse
tube refrigerator (PTR) to maintain the operating temperature around !100.0 ± 0.3 "C, and the
gauge pressure is typically 0.0715 ± 0.0015 MPa. The outer vessel is kept in a vacuum for thermal
insulation. Owing to the presence of electronegative impurities (e.g., O2), a number of drift electrons
are absorbed before reaching the gate electrode, and the S2 signal is strongly attenuated. Therefore, a
recirculation system is used to purify the Xe gas. The LXe vessel has two gas ports to fill and extract
Xe gas, and the gas is recirculated by a metal bellows pump. The extracted gas is passed at a flow
speed of 10 SLPM (standard liter per minute) through a getter purifier (API-Getter, Nippon API Co.
Ltd) to remove impurities and is then returned to the LXe vessel. A heat exchanger [19] is used at
the inlet (gas) and outlet (liquid) points to save the cooling power and achieve stable conditions.

To study the base performance of the TPC, we measured S1 and S2 signals, which originate from
the 122 keV ! rays of the 57Co calibration source. The vacuum vessel has a tube that houses an
80 kBq 57Co source. The source is placed at a distance of 11 cm from the TPC center in a radial
direction and 3 cm above the cathode electrode, from where it irradiates 122 keV ! rays toward the
entire of the TPC as shown in Fig. 1(c).

3. Analysis
3.1. Definition of S1 and S2 signals
Figure 2 shows the waveforms typically observed for the top and bottom PMTs. The top PMT
operated at a higher voltage (1275 V) to observe single photoelectrons (PE), while the bottom PMT
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銅リングの影（凹み）

•チャージアップ等を⼼配したが>200hr安定動作を確認
•側⾯から⼊射したガンマ線による現象に、電場形成⽤
銅リングによる影のパターンが観測。
•印加電場とドリフト速度の関係が先⾏研究と無⽭盾。
• 1電⼦事象の観測にも成功。

⿊点：本実験
他：先⾏研究銅リング



低ダークカレントのSiPMの開発
• PMTに代わるSiPMのダークを低温で最適化
•内部電場を減らし低温でのトンネル効果を抑制

令和2年度共同利⽤研究成果発表会 21

VUVに特化したセンサーではもともと低いので
同様の対策を⾏えば⽬標を達成できると考えている

⽬標レベル
arXiv: 2007.13537



⾼抵抗薄膜を⽤いた電場形成
• LXe TPC内部のテフロンは改良の余地あり：
• チャージアップ
• ラドン放出
• 中性⼦放出

•⽯英容器+透明電極
側⾯読み出しも可能。
• ITO+SiO2の薄膜を利⽤
•真空中での電場形成成功
•液体キノン中ではアウトガスのせいで
ドリフトできる電⼦が少なかった。
今後循環しながら純度を保つ予定。
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まとめ
• B08: XMASSからは新たな物理成果の発信
• B09, B07: 暗⿊物質の発⾒と研究へ向けた開発
と連携を順調に進めている。
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